1. LOOKING NORTH ACROSS RESERVOIR #1471 (NORTH RESERVOIR)

2. LOOKING NORTH AT LIVEREAU CREEK AND THE DROP INLET AND PUMP THAT DIVERTS WATER FROM THE CREEK TO RESERVOIR #1471
3. LIVEREAU CREEK POD PUMP TAG

4. LOOKING NORTH AT LIVEREAU CREEK AND THE TILE DRAIN SUMP PUMP TO THE EAST OF THE CREEK
5. TILE DRAIN SUMP PUMP

6. LOOKING SOUTH AT LIVEREAU CREEK
7. LOOKING NORTH AT THE SPILLWAY ALONG THE EAST SIDE OF RESERVOIR #1471

8. LOOKING WEST AT THE INFLOW TO RESERVOIR #1471 FROM THE UNNAMED STREAM
9. LOOKING NORTH AT THE UNNAMED STREAM CHANNEL UPSTREAM OF RESERVOIR #1471

10. LOOKING SOUTH AT UNNAMED STREAM CHANNEL ABOVE RESERVOIR #1471
11. LOOKING SOUTHEAST AT UNNAMED STREAM CHANNEL ABOVE RESERVOIR #1471

12. LOOKING NORTH ACROSS RESERVOIR #72 (SOUTH RESERVOIR)
13. LOOKING AT THE SOUTHWEST BANK OF RESERVOIR #72 AND THE INFLOW DIVERSION PIPE

14. LOOKING SOUTHEAST AT TILE DRAIN SUMP PUMP NEXT TO LIVEREAU CREEK
15. LOOKING SOUTH AT TILE DRAIN SUMP PUMP OVERFLOW PIPE

16. LOOKING SOUTH ACROSS RESERVOIR #72. SPILLWAY AND IRRIGATION PUMPING FACILITY IN BACKGROUND
17. VIEW OF POD-3 ON UNNAMED STREAM AND DIVERSION PIPE TO RESERVOIR #72